
The Kingdom is not What You Do – It’s Who You Are

When we get born-again, who we are in The Kingdom realm gets ignited back in our spirit-man again and 
our heart receives a window into the realm of eternity. This allows us to access the spirit realm.

It is essential that we don’t just see ourselves as Christians, but who we really are – we are administrators 
for heaven. When we call ourselves Christians it just means we are anointed – we have the spirit of God 
in us and we can operate in the gifts that the Spirit gives us. But, as far as heaven and the spiritual realm 
are concerned,  it’s  about  whether  we can  administrate  the anointing or  not  –  not  just  having it,  but 
administrating it in partnership with heaven.

Administration is done out of the eternity that’s in our heart through our connection with heaven and we 
administrate for heaven to bring heaven’s glory into the earth. If we don’t do this and do it properly, we 
are not being who we’re really created to be.

A picture of this in the natural is: We may have emigrated and now live in Australia, but actually we don’t 
live as an Australian until we are immersed in the wider Australian culture and know what an Australian  
is. When we have that revelation, and break any constraining non-Australian behaviour patterns and ties 
to our past, we then become genuine Australians – an Australian in living reality.

Similarly in the church, we can’t walk as -

1. redeemed   until we really know that we are redeemed;

2. forgiven   until we really know that we are forgiven;

3. sanctified   until we really know that we are sanctified and pure in God’s sight,

and  we  can’t  walk 
as sons until we know what a son is and how a son operates.

Our purpose as Son’s of God is to see that Father’s will is done on Earth. This of course is done by 
implementing the Lord’s will because he’s been given the job of overseeing Father’s will ‘til everything is  
in place. This will culminate at the end of the Millennial Age when we move into the Eternal Age.

Our job title as sons in this present age is: change agent. Change agents change the status of the spiritual 
realm in a location so that heaven (ie The Kingdom) dominates over the kingdom of darkness. This is not 
done by Sunday meeting attendance; by studying at theological college; by engaging in social action; or 
by ministering in a spiritual gift. Change Agents change the spiritual atmosphere wherever they go, just 
by their very presence. Then they partner with heaven and carry out the assignments that the Spirit gives 
them to dispossess the enemy and establish what needs to be put in place. This is to occur in the home, in  
the city, in the fabric of society, and in the entire nation.

<VIDEO: “Characteristics of a Change Agent” (Lance Wallnau)1>
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1- video clip extract from “Dynamics of a Change Agent: Part 1” 
(https://cw135.infusionsoft.com/app/page/c77204cc84ea20e3513bec8fb05ee338)
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